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New York Times BestsellerÂ Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Wildly popular food blogger and critically
acclaimed author of The Ancestral Table returns with over 200 weeknight-friendly dishes that taste
so good, you&apos;ll finally throw out that emergency stack of takeout menus hiding in your kitchen
drawer.Despite knowing full well that most restaurant and take-out foods are churned out at a rapid
pace using unhealthy ingredients laden with chemicals and additives, most of us can&apos;t seem
to shake the desire for even just a taste. Not to mention that nothing is easier than picking up
takeout, hitting the drive-thru, or ordering delivery, but at what cost? Paleo Takeout: Restaurant
Favorites without the JunkÂ delivers much healthier but equally satisfying alternatives, offering
delectable recipes that mimic the flavors of our drive-thru and delivery favorites--Paleo style! Russ
Crandall teaches you step-by-step how to prepare each meal in under an hour--leaving no sacrifice
of taste or time.In Paleo Takeout, Crandall re-creates everyone&apos;s favorite takeout meals using
wholesome ingredients and some seriously inventive techniques giving you the opportunity to revisit
your favorite restaurant classics, with all of the gratification and none of the regret!Â Â Inside Paleo
Takeout, you&apos;ll find over 200 recipes inspired by beloved restaurant experiences: Chinese,
Korean, Japanese, Thai, Vietnamese, Indian, Italian, Mexican, Greek, and American cuisines are all
represented. Looking to re-create your local Chinese joint&apos;s best dishes? Choose from over
25 takeout favorites, like Sweet and Sour Chicken, Beef and Broccoli, Egg Foo Young, Char Siu,
Chow Mein, and Spring Rolls. In the mood for curry tonight? Take your pick among your favorite
Thai, Indian, and Japanese curry dishes. How about game-day wings made in 20 different ways,
pizza that&apos;s better than delivery, or quick and easy burrito bowls? We&apos;ve got you
covered and then some.Using the same simple techniques that he learned while working in the
restaurant industry, Crandall teaches you how to build a full-course meal in less than an hour.
Simply put, Paleo Takeout: Restaurant Favorites without the JunkÂ proves that eating right in a way
that satisfies even the choosiest of healthy eaters is not only possible, but also a lot of fun!
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A quick and preliminary disclaimer: I'm a bit of a Paleo skeptic. I eat like one with reluctance, not to
return to the cave but to avoid returning into the ground. My nutritionist tells me to because it would
be good for my health and keep me alive longer and better.Truth is, I'll enjoy a good grass-fed steak
any day, but frankly turn my nose up at the plethora of Paleo pretend foods which have arisen in
recent years and which bear as much resemblance to the real thing as a scratch n' sniff sticker.Until
this book.They call him the Domestic Man, but he comes close to the Domestic Magician. These
recipes are awesome!Russ uses real food ingredients to make real food versions of favorite
take-out items, all of which are good first in their own right and second as "versions" of other things.
He covers favorite dishes from many ethnic traditions, drawing on his experience and travels and a
wealth of authentic flavors and techniques.I had long ago given up on good Buffalo wings that didn't
come delivered in a Styrofoam box. Russ's were not only equal; they were in fact superior to local
delivery. His pizza crust? Better than any gluten-free version in NYC (and that includes our fancy
pants restaurants).Also tried to great delight: gyros (including homemade Tzatziki sauce made with
homemade mayo and served on homemade flatbread). We had a gyro making party and the UPS
guy stopped in and tried one, and even he rated it an A+! A note on the flatbread--it does not taste
like pita; it does taste better! At first when we tried it on its own I was nervous, because while tasty it
was "different"--chewier and a little sweeter.

Russ Crandall earned some serious cooking cred when he published The Ancestral Table about a
year and a half ago. He proved himself to be the class of the paleo/ancestral food blogging world by
steering clear of the crazy paleo gimmicks and, instead, synthesizing this new health movement
with traditional cuisines. (That they can be synthesized is not a coincidence, Russ would tell
youâ€”thereâ€™s a reason cuisines evolved the way they did...)With this new book Russ lets down
his hair a little bit and parties with the rest of us mere culinary mortals. The Ancestral Table is for
when you have some more time to cook; Paleo Takeout is for when you want your food fast. (You
probably will need less time than you would need to drive to a restaurant once you get the hang of

it.) But donâ€™t think that the meals you cook from the new book will be short on Domestic Man
quality. Case in point: I just cooked the green curry for friends (with the beef meatballsâ€”amazing)
and one of them said: â€œthis is the first time Iâ€™ve ever had Thai food outside of a restaurant that
actually tastes authentic.â€• I of course put a cocky smile on my face as if I had had something to do
with it. But it was actually Russâ€”spending all that time researching the history of food, and
sneaking into the kitchens of Asian restaurants.OK, let me try to get some more information across
here. The majority of the food in the book is indeed Asian, but if you think about it, that kind of
makes sense: Asian fast food menus just have more items than â€œAmericanâ€• fast food menus.
There are plenty of American standards on offer, though: interesting burgers (buns are mostly
tapioca starch!), pizza (tapioca and potato crust!

I loved Russ Crandallâ€™s The Ancestral Table and was delighted to have the opportunity to review
Paleo Takeout. Itâ€™s good looking, the photos are wonderful and the recipes easy to follow no
matter your skill level or whether you are new to Paleo or a long-time follower, as am I.Russâ€™
story of how he came to Paleo (stroke by age 25) is inspiring and a shout out for letting nutrition and
diet do the work instead of over-medicating. As for the content, itâ€™s everything you want to see in
a Paleo takeout bookâ€”favorite restaurant recipes made Paleo, variations on a common theme (as
in the recipes for Sweet and Sour Chicken, General Tsoâ€™s Chicken, Orange Chicken, etc) with
the sauces, and a variety of themes ranging from Chinese to Japanese and Korean, to Southeast
Asian and beyond, and ending with American classics.My first recipe from the book was the Sweet
and Sour Chicken (p. 64), followed by Orange Chicken (p. 66). Both are taste sensations, and the
leftovers are pretty darn good. Russ has perfected the art of Paleo breading. The trick is to flour the
meat first, THEN dip in beaten egg and plop in the hot grease. Done this way, the coating stays on
and has a soft, â€œbreadyâ€• texture. I added the thinly sliced green onions and a sprinkle of
sesame seeds but added some torn cilantro, a personal favorite with Chinese takeout.My next
menu from the book is going to include a Greek Gyro (p. 256). Thereâ€™s recipes for the gyro meat,
a flatbread, Greek salad and Tzatziki Sauce. One of my pre-Paleo Santa Cruz treats was a visit to
our local Greek restaurant for gyros in pita bread. Iâ€™ve been hungering for this dish and am
ecstatic to know I can have it again in a Paleo-ized version. (All I need to make this Hellenic
perfection is a bottle of retsina.
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